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PRESIDENT’S REPORT  
 

Dave is having a break this month. 
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FISHING REPORT 

 

Auckland / Waikato 

Both Parkinsons Lake and the Wairoa River have, naturally enough with Auckland in lock 

down, been getting a thrashing and the fishing is harder than earlier in the year. Also as a 

general rule I would say that the condition of the Trout in the lake is well down on those 

caught last year. Again I suspect this is down to the lock down and the vastly increased 

fishing pressure, probably causing the fish to change their previous feeding habits.  

 

Rotorua  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Garry with a nice fat end of season Rotorua tributary Rainbow taken late last season. 

The Ngongotaha and Waiteti Rivers both open again on December 1st. Photo courtesy of 

Rob Nelson. 
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Taupo 

Just an example of what we will soon, hopefully, be able to go and catch from the Taupo 

area. My apologies, I have forgotten who sent this photo in, but my thanks to you. 
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Saltwater  

As we saw at the last Club Meeting, Johan has been catching some excellent fish on the fly 

from his boat, but I am yet to hear any good reports from those fishing from the shore. 

However, given that the sea temperature is 18 degrees and rising it can’t be long until the 

shore based fly fishers are amongst it as well. 

 

Fishy Tales  

 

- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to 

iconpromote@gmail.com  .  Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

SUBS FOR THE YEAR 2021 ~ 22 ARE NOW OVERDUE. 

 

Adult   $80.00 discounted to $60.00** 

Family $90.00 discounted to $70.00** 

Junior $30.00 discounted to $20.00** 

mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
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** Please note that to pay the discounted subscription rate for prompt payment your 

sub must be paid by the close of banking on the 30th June 2021.  After that date the 

full subscription rate, not discounted for prompt payment, will be due.  

Please pay to: 

12-3209-0190179-00 

North Shore Flyfishers Inc 

 

Please make sure your surname is in the details. 

 

 

LAST CLUB NIGHT 

 

Last month we had an online Meeting with a short video presentation by Johan Kok of 

some saltwater fly fishing. Thank you once again Johan. 

  

 

NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 16th NOVEMBER 7.30 PM  

 

Due to the ongoing lock down this month’s Club Meeting will be an online affair, as we 

were forced to do during last year’s lock downs. 

 

Full details of the Meeting, including a link and a password will be emailed out to 

everyone soon. 

 

 

WHY WE FISH 

 

Fly fishing is truly the fountain of youth. 

Jimmy D Moore 

 

 

CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS 

 

Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and 

email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have 

changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or 

so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes 

by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi . 

 

 

mailto:barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
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FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT 

 

The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a 

‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a fly-

fishing dating service…  

Name   Availability    Contact Details  

Ron Blair  Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco   home 09 834 8841   

with 60hp etec Evenrude   mobile 0275 006 336 

for serious fishing Salt or Fresh  ron.blair@xtra.co.nz 

Les Rose  Retired and is happy to take another  home 09 4183634 

person fishing during the week. 

Graham Carter  Lives in Hamilton, keen on   021 026 00437 

   weekday / mid-week trips.  07 855 1833 

Lloyd Altham             Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167 

Available most time, but prefer  Home 09 420 3120 

weekdays.    email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz 

Gary Bolstad  Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even  Mobile 022 379 3070 

Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &         gd.bolstad@gmail.com  

Game and Taupo season licences so keen 

to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to  

go most of the time. 

Derek Robinson          Retired available most times keen to do  Ph   4437311 

Waikato streams and most other things.  Mob: 0212 595 371 

        pamanddek@outlook.com   

 

 

CLUB TROPHIES 

 

Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club 

Member during the year – May 1st to 30th April. Current holder is Fikrit Chinassi. 

 

Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person 

who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this 

happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.  

 

Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member 

during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the 

Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder 

is Lucas Bathurst. 

 

mailto:ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
mailto:email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
mailto:gd.bolstad@gmail.com
mailto:pamanddek@outlook.com
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I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most 

species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st May to 30th April. Current holder is 

Russell Nelson. 

 

Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days. 

One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Johan Kok. 

 

The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater 

Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs. 

 

 

QUOTABLE QUOTES 

 

The one great ingredient in successful fly-fishing is patience. The man whose fly is 

always on the water has the best chance. There is always a chance of a fish or two, no 

matter how hopeless it looks. You never know what may happen in fly-fishing. 

Francis Francis, 1862 

 

“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES 

 

Winning fish will be determined by weight.  

Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph. 

Details to be provided to any committee member. 

Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in April.  

Winner’s name and weight of fish to be published in May club newsletter. 

 

 

NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING 

COMPETITION RULES 

 

The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the 

process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of 

salt water species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with 

the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club 

Website www.nsff.org.nz  

 

http://www.nsff.org.nz/
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Fikrit with an ‘essential services’ fish from Tekapo…. 

Like everybody he is hanging out to get out of Auckland and catch some ‘real fish’. Photo 

courtesy of Fikrit Chinassi, (March 21) 

 

CLUB TRIPS 2021 

 

February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes 25th 26th 27th FEBRUARY 2022   

March – Lake Otamangakau MARCH 2022 

April – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip – April 2022 
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May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes MAY 2022   

July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2022 

November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2021 

December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested) 

December – Lake Otamangakau – 3rd 4th 5th DEC 2021 

 

The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the 

country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your 

committee know. 

 

 

CLUB STILLWATER COMPETITION ON LAKE REREWHAKAAITU  

 

Obviously, with the ongoing lock down status of Auckland this competition can only 

be given a provisional date and that is the weekend of 20th and  21st November. 

 

Over the past few years this has been a well attended and very enjoyable Trip, with solid 

numbers of fish being caught and in a lovely location. 

 

If you are interested in this Club Trip / Competition then please let Simon know as soon as 

possible. 

 

Simon Hoole - 021 037 6047 -  hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz 

 

 

DECEMBER CLUB TRIP TO LAKE OTAMANGAKAU 

 

I am proposing the weekend of 3rd, 4th, and 5th December (Friday, Saturday and Sunday) 

with some of us arriving on Thursday the 2nd.  

 

While it is predominately a boat fishery, the Te Whaiau (inlet) canal which can be fished 

from the shore, and particularly the “holding” area immediately above the road bridge, 

offers a big range of casting positions.  

 

Just be aware that with an altitude of some 2,000 feet above sea level, the conditions can 

go from warm and pleasant to bleak very quickly! 

The last 2 December Trips have seen some fantastic fishing, and by December the fish are 

well over the rigours of the winter spawning season and are in great condition. Big, fat and 

powerful! 

 

Costs will be $50 per person per night.  

mailto:hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
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The Accommodation is your own little room with 2 beds, 1 for sleeping and the other for 

your gear. 

There are shared cooking facilities. 

 

I have “penciled in” 8 cabins at Tongariro Holiday Park so if anyone is interested, please 

let me know ASAP.  

 

Dave Symes   - Ph: 09 486-6257 -   Email:      dssymes@xtra.co.nz 

 

(Again This Is All On Hold And Dependent On The Colour Of The Traffic Light) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Garry with a 

lovely 5.5pd 

Rainbow taken on 

a lovely 

summerlike day at 

the Big O. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:dssymes@xtra.co.nz
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FEBRUARY CLUB TRIP TO NGONGOTAHA AND ROTORUA AREA 

 

This year’s February Trip to fish the Ngongotaha River and the Rotorua region is on the 

weekend of Friday 26th, Saturday 27th, Sunday 28th February. We will again be staying at 

the Paradise Valley Lodge. Costs will be $105.00 each, which will cover 2 nights’ 

accommodation in the lodge and a BBQ on Saturday evening. If you want to come down 

on the Thursday, as many of us do, then simply add $45 to make it $150.00. 

Also, a variety of private rooms are available as well. 

If you are keen just let me know which nights you can make asap and then pay your money 

to the Club in any of the normal ways.  

 internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated 

ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Ngonga 

as a reference);  

 Or by Cash on the December or February Club Nights  

Duncan – 021 648 956 – iconpromote@gmail.com 

 

I Know That This Seems Like It Is A Long Way Away, But February Is Often A Very 

Busy Time For People And It Is Possible We May Have Reduced Numbers In The 

Lodge Due To Covid, So Booking A Spot Early May Be A Good Idea.  

 

 

CASTING TUITION – SEEKING EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 

 

Your Committee is trying to find the best way to continue the Casting Tuition that we 

once ran when we were based at the Milford Marina. 

 

If you would be interested in receiving some Casting Tuition please let us know as soon 

as possible. This is for all ability levels. Also, please try and give us an idea of what you 

would expect that Tuition to look like. 

 

As a Committee we have discussed a variety of options, from running Instruction on Club 

Nights before the Meetings through to heading to a park with water such as Onepoto 

Domain at the foot of Onepoto Road in Northcote, or Sylvan Park at Lake Pupuke in 

Milford. 

 

So please contact us as soon as possible if you are interested.  

 

mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
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Simon  - 021 037 6047 -  hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

Duncan – 021 648 956  - iconpromote@gmail.com  

 

 

A CALL TO CLUB MEMBERS TO SUPPORT THE PEOPLE THAT SUPPORT 

OUR CLUB 

 

A lot of people in Auckland have been doing it hard. Reduced wages, lost jobs, businesses 

damaged beyond repair. But eventually we will come out of this and we will be able to 

travel domestically again.  

 

I would like to recommend a few places for Club Members to stay. These are people that 

look after us fantastically on our Club Trips away, over and above what you could 

reasonably expect, and being tourist businesses they have suffered more than most with 

constant booking cancellations.  

 

So if you are able to travel give these fantastic supporters of our Club a try. 

 

Moving North to South: 

 

PARADISE VALLEY LODGE - https://www.paradisevalleylodge.co.nz/  

1099 Paradise Valley Road, Rotorua. 

 

The owners here are Heather and Damon, Heathers mob: 027 564 9581, Heather has gone 

out of her way to make her accommodation even more fisher friendly, putting in hanging 

and drying racks for waders, boots, jackets and rods, as well as a large freezer and has even 

bought a brand new hot smoker to smoke up your freshly caught Trout.  

The location is fantastic, with the peaceful lifestyle property backing onto the Ngongotaha 

Stream and only 5 minutes from Ngongotaha or 15 minutes from Rotorua. It is where we 

stay on the Club Trips to Ngongotaha / Rotorua. 

 

Check out the website and you will see a large range of accommodation options, from the 

bunk rooms of the Lodge to the very comfortable Private rooms or even the superbly 

appointed house itself. There is even plenty of room to park your boat if you want. 

 

This is a fantastic place to go fishing with a group of friends, have a family gathering or 

just take your partner for a weekend away.  

 

I have stayed there with my wife and it was perfect. A couple of hours fishing for me in 

the morning and the evening, with the rest of the day spent doing all the touristy things 

available in Rotorua.  

mailto:hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
https://www.paradisevalleylodge.co.nz/
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Give Heather a call as I know she 

has had covid cancellations and so 

times of the year normally booked 

out well in advance may still be 

available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jaime Woon with his first 

Ngongotaha Rainbow, taken just 

100 metres from the Lodge. Photo 

courtesy of Tony Russell. 

 

 

 

 

 

TONGARIRO RIVER MOTEL - (TRM) 

Corner of Link Road and Taupehi Road, Tirangi  

 

The owners here are Pip and Ross, phone number 0800 1TROUT – (0800 187 688) 

https://www.tongarirorivermotel.co.nz/  
 
 

 Ross  and Pip are  
 

Ross and Pip are ex Jafa’s, (just another fantastic Aucklander), who upon reaching 

retirement age moved to Turangi and bought the motel with Club Member Wayne Godkin 

and his wife Wendy. Obviously a thinly veiled excuse for Ross to go fly fishing whenever 

he wanted to. Little did he know that the motel would become so popular with fishos that 

he would only get to go fishing when it was quiet.  

 

https://www.tongarirorivermotel.co.nz/
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They go out of their way to make sure that you are looked after. If you are arriving late 

after a long drive down from Auckland, the key will be in the door, the heaters turned on 

and the milk for your morning tea already in your fridge.  

 

There are several BBQ’s, a portable hot smoker as well as a large electric cold smoker, a 

designated fish cleaning area, and every unit has rod racks set on the inside walls and drying 

hooks for wet gear abound on the exterior walls. 

 

With the Tongariro River only a couple of hundred metres walk from your unit and a 

myriad of other rivers and lakes just a short drive away, TRM is perfectly placed for an 

outdoors adventure. If you are into skiing it is only under 40 minutes to the Chateau at 

Whakapapa. As Ross says they are ‘half way to everywhere’. 

 

And if you want to know what’s working on the river, Ross is always right up to date with 

the latest fishing info.  

 

 
The Tongariro River can produce some spectacular places to fish. 

 

TONGARIRO HOLIDAY PARK 

State Highway 47, 100 metres south of Highway 47 and highway 45 intersection. 

 

The owners here are Greg and Donna, phone number (07) 386 8062. 

 https://www.thp.co.nz/  

They have been hosting the Club Trips to Lake Otamangakau since the Club began and 

Dave Symes, our President, has been on every one of these Trips (he organizes them). 

Throughout this time Greg and Donna, and the previous owners as well, have looked after 

the Club superbly. 

https://www.thp.co.nz/
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They are well located for quick access to the ski fields, the Tongariro crossing, Lakes 

Otamangakau and Rotoaira, as well as a number of excellent walks.  

 

The accommodation ranges from cabins through to self-contained units as well as powered 

camping sites, and there are separate shower, toilet, and cooking blocks for the non self-

contained cabins. 

 

 
Leon hooked up in shallow water on a December Club Trip to Lake Otamangakau. Photo 

courtesy of Simon Hoole. 
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JOKE OF THE MONTH 

 

An attractive young woman on a flight from Ireland asked the Priest beside her,  

“Father, may I ask a favour” 

 

“Of course child. What may I do for you?” 

 

“Well, I bought my mother an expensive hair dryer for her birthday. It is unopened but 

well over the customs limits and I’m afraid they’ll confiscate it. Is there any way you 

could carry it through Customs for me. Hide it under your robes perhaps” 

 

“I would love to help you, dear, but I must warn you, I will not lie.” 

 

“With your honest face, Father, no one will question you,” she replied. 

 

When they got to Customs, she let the priest go first. The official asked, “Father, do you 

have anything to declare” 

 

“From the top of my head down to my waist I have nothing to declare.” 

 

The official thought this answer strange, so asked, “And what do you have to declare 

from your waist to the floor” 

 

Father replied, “I have a marvellous instrument designed to be used on a woman, which 

is, to date, unused.” 

 

Roaring with laughter, the official said, “Go ahead, Father 

 

 

FISH AND GAME QUICK TIP 

 

An excellent tip from Wellington Fish & Game Officer/Communications Officer Hamish 

Carnachan is to download the Walking Access Commission's new pocket edition app; it 

works offline and provides you with the info on how to access public land for fishing and 

hunting;  https://www.walkingaccess.govt.nz/maps/pocket-maps/   to download the app. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://newsletter.fishandgame.org.nz/SWNROUGEZ?id=128064=cRkEBFELUgJSTAJWUwUOAgVTCwVSAVVRBQUMUwMOVVALXQcEUlZaDQAGUAMCUAEBUVdOXAdWCxITCVgJFl0jVl8EXVlNUA1ZGgEHBlJWAwEGUwQEXQpXVFNSSQ4WTBMLHUpaUBRADlESRFRHSAdfRlgDXFEDWAgHTwlHAUxWGR5hMnpnLGYlcTwPWFEaFwU=&fl=WhFARVkcTVwJREtcCAQYVl9MXE9LVRFMEQ5F&ext=Yz0xMDMzJm09MTQ1MSZubD01MyZzPTMzNmUzMWMwOGMxOTRjMjg2OWVhMmQ1YjYxNDZmYmYwJmxpZD0yMDQwNyZsPS1odHRwcy0td3d3LndhbGtpbmdhY2Nlc3MuZ292dC5uei9tYXBzL3BvY2tldC1tYXBzLw==
https://www.walkingaccess.govt.nz/maps/pocket-maps/
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AUCKLAND / WAIKATO REEL LIFE NOVEMBER 

 

Opening Weekend, A Big Success 

(For Some) 

We would like to start this Reel Life 

with a huge thank you to Auckland 

anglers for doing their part to keep 

our country safe. 

Now that the Waikato is under level 

3 restrictions, the Waikato anglers are 

starting to understand how frustrating 

it is to let a good sunny weekend slip 

by. 

Left: Marvin Daniel with his opening 

day brown. 

However, despite the travel 

restrictions, some anglers have been 

making the best of what they have, 

and staff have had several good 

reports from the Wairoa River. 

The Whakapapa was fishing well on 

the opening weekend, and with good 

snow on the mountain, there were 

plenty of people enjoying National 

Park. 

If you have not had a chance to get out for your opening day, don’t worry 80% of the other 

anglers wanting to go down to the Whakapapa or the Awakino are in the same boat. 

Fishing has been excellent and will just get better as things heat up, so make your plans 

now for your first weekend in level 2.    

Level 3 And 4 Fishing For Auckland/Waikato 

The Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game Office has been inundated with anglers looking for 

fishing spots near Auckland and Hamilton. 
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Even if the level 3 restrictions are lifted, knowing 

your local options can be beneficial when you are 

short on time.   

Although it is legal to fish during levels 3 and 4, you 

will need to keep it local until your region goes into 

level 2. 

For Waikato anglers, it is important to keep the 

government advice in mind “go to your nearest 

fishing spot, not your favourite fishing spot”. 

Although most of you can’t travel, there are still 

several good sites listed on the Walking Access 

NZ site, and our recommendations are as follows: 

 

Auckland Containment Zone:  

 There are two stocked lakes in the Auckland containment zone. 

1.   Quarry Lake (Lake Pupuke) was stocked with 300 two-year-old trout in May 2021. 

2.   Lake Whatihua, near Waiuku, was stocked at the same time with a similar number 

of one-year-old rainbows. 

 The Wairoa River also has a decent population of small wild rainbows with good 

access from the Te Araroa Trail off McNicol Road. 

 Although Parkinson’s Lake is full of nice sized browns and rainbows, it sits just 

inside the Waikato containment zone. (this has subsequently been cleared up, 

Parkinsons Lake is INSIDE the Auckland containment area, and you can fish 

it – Ed) 

 There are fish in the Upper Mangatawhiri and Mangatangi reservoirs, but 

unfortunately, both sit within the Waikato Region. 

Hamilton Area: 

 The Waikato River is a great spot to spin fish for brown trout. Also, any parks from 

Cambridge to Mercer will hold browns around structures, including overhanging 

willows. 

 If you are looking for your nearest fly-fishing spot, the Pirongia streams offer some 

great fishing. The Kaniwhaniwha has good access and plenty of fish off Limeworks 

Loop Road. 

https://maps.walkingaccess.govt.nz/Viewer/?map=b1d1e76a6c754d11b3f3fd9dfce1eb12
https://maps.walkingaccess.govt.nz/Viewer/?map=b1d1e76a6c754d11b3f3fd9dfce1eb12
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 The Awakino is within the Waikato level 3 containment zone, but the advice is to 

“fish your nearest, not your favourite” stream. 

 

EASTERN REEL LIFE - NOVEMBER  

 

Opening day 2021 was, yet 

again, a fantastic time on lakes 

Rotoiti, Tarawera and Okataina, 

with the weather playing a role in 

making it one to remember. 

Lake Rotoiti's fish didn't 

disappoint, with the lake 

producing the heaviest fish of the 

day (as weighed and measured 

by Fish & Game), a 3.50kg 

rainbow measuring 670mm. 

This fish was Lp (left pelvic) fin 

marked, making it a three-year-

old hatchery release – 

reinforcing the lake's reputation 

as one of the best producers of 

rainbow trout in the North 

Island.   

Quality opening day rainbows 

from Lake Tarawera  

 

Rotoiti's two-year-old spring released hatchery fish averaged 506mm, and 1.64kg, whilst 

the autumn released fish were 546mm and 2.13kg. 

Both release groups were smaller than the 2020 opening; however, the 2020 fish were 

exceptional.  

Lake Tarawera performed well, producing much larger fish than the past few season 

openings. 

The spring released 2-yr-olds came in at 506mm and 1.47kg, and the autumn two-year-

old's measured 553mm and 1.87kg 
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Anglers reported a lot of fish showing on the fish finders at 7m depth, making trolling an 

effective method on the day. 

Four or five colours of lead line or a downrigger set to that depth would be an ideal way to 

target these fish. 

Jigging, spinning, and using soft plastics all have their following but don't necessarily 

produce good catches at this time of year.  

As spring weather draws on and the heat of summer closes in, expect the fishing to become 

more predictable. 

Fish will descend to depth, chasing their food and preferred water temperatures. 

Remember to keep mixing it up! Try something for a while, perhaps just 30 minutes, and 

if it doesn't produce results, make a change – a new lure, location, or another method. 

Datawatch Tagged Trout Can Now Be Entered Online. 

Entries go into the draw to win one of 20 free whole season fishing licences. 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6  

Eastern Region Fishing Diaries – All Lakes And Streams 

Fill in your fishing diaries here to help us manage the Eastern Fish & Game region. 

Participants go in the draw to win a $100 voucher from Kilwell: 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3  

 

 

IS THE ENVIRONMENT IN CHEMICAL CUCKOO LAND? 

Opinion by Tony Orman 

The arrival of the migrant native bird the cuckoo used to be eagerly listened for around 

October 1. 

The bird is small and is more often heard than seen, identified by its distinctive whistling 

call repeated several times. But last spring and summer I heard none. This spring, just two 

days go, I heard two. 

Significantly I was up near the mountains away from the development of vineyards that 

are increasingly dominating Marlborough’s Wairau plains in a boring monoculture. The 

distance away from vineyards where I heard the cuckoos may be significant.    

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3
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Another native bird which has markedly declined in numbers is the kingfisher, once 

frequently seen sitting on roadside power lines. Now only occasionally while fishing the 

Wairau River, I might hear the kingfisher’s distinctive call. 

On the upper Wairau River while trout fishing, there is little or no song of the cicada. 

Cicadas are important as food for insectivorous native birds such as fantail, rifleman, 

whitehead, grey warbler, fantail and others. For trout they are a strong, substantial part of 

trout summer diet. 

But it’s not only cuckoos, kingfishers, cicadas and other life that is silent. Agencies which 

should be concerned, are mute too. Birds have almost certainly declined drastically but 

bureaucracies and bureaucrats are thriving in number and dominance. 

The Department of Conservation is just one bureaucracy that is duty bound by an act of 

Parliament to protect native birds such as cuckoo and kingfisher and invertebrates such as 

cicadas. 

But it is strangely silent on the demise of native bird life such as the native cuckoo and 

kingfisher. 

Nor does the Marlborough District Council seem to show the slightest concern. A few years 

ago, its Pest Management Strategy was approved by council and drew from some 

councillors, words of warm praise. Yet the same strategic plan bizarrely excluded the 

rambling Old Man’s Beard as a pest because it is so widespread which reflects council’s 

inability and utter failure to combat it. In the same breath, the plan inexplicably declared 

wallabies a pest although none exist in Marlborough and the marsupial in 150 plus years 

has only just started to spread from its original liberation point in South Canterbury. 

Council would rather chase imagined pests than deal with real, increasing pest plants. Not 

only mute they seem deaf to the ominous signs of ecological collapse. 

As a teenager in the 1950s and for a couple of later decades, frogs croaked by every stream 

or marshy hollow and catching tadpoles was a major pursuit for youngsters. Now they have 

gone. Bees are struggling in numbers. 

Evening mayfly hatches on the river are almost non-existent. There’s a big, big decline in 

insects banging into and being squashed on car windscreens after dark in country areas. 

Are these apparent declines in numbers of wild creatures symptomatic of an ailing and 

declining ecosystem? 
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Nearer home, moths in dozens no longer cluster around street lights or lighted house 

windows. Is any authority or agency concerned? Overseas there is growing concern 

Several years ago, the International edition of “The Guardian” reported that the biomass of 

flying insects in Germany had dropped by three quarters since 1989, threatening an 

“ecological Armageddon”.  

Insects are the vital pollinators and recyclers of ecosystems and the foundation of food 

webs everywhere. In the United States, scientists recently found the population of monarch 

butterflies had fallen by 90 percent in the last 20 years, with bumblebees dropping 87 

percent. Researchers are deeply worried that a whole insect world is silently going missing. 

It is a decline verging on loss, that could have deep, dark, unknown consequences for the 

planet. 

Undoubtedly chemicals have to be a major suspect in the downward spiral of wildlife. 

Are we dowsing an environment with an unprecedented mixture of chemicals? Household 

effluent contains bleaches and detergents that did not exist forty years ago. Are we dumping 

upon the environment via urban waste-water systems and widespread spraying of the 

country-side with agri-chemicals and insecticides and pesticides, a “cocktail of chemicals” 

of unprecedented volume and variety? 

An indictment of the ignorant short-sighted lack of respect for the environment is that many 

urban areas still discharge sewage into waterways, either regularly or in substantial rainfall 

times. Chemicals, rather than cutting and composting weeds, is used on water ways. 

Naturally farming practices have sought greater efficiencies and production. But don’t 

blame farmers. 

The authorities are at fault. DDT was replaced by diazinon for aerially spraying for grass 

grub. 

Although banned in the EU, its use is un-restricted in New Zealand. Diazinon is “lethal to 

aquatic life” and water bird life. That should concern agencies like DoC and Fish and 

Game. 

1080 originally developed as an insecticide “by-kills” other life such as birds and animals. 

In essence, it’s an “ecosystem poison.” The Department of Conservation aerially drops 

1080 on huge areas of wilderness public lands. Is that the reason for the seeming decline 

of cicadas? 
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What does science say? Unfortunately science is a confused mess corrupted by a system of 

commissioned, paid science - in short money motivation.  Some scientists have spoken out. 

But the system comes down heavily on them as it did on an eminent entomologist the late 

Mike Meads, who warned of long-term ecosystem damage following aerial 1080 drops at 

Whitecliffs in Taranaki. He was vilified by the Department aided by compliant, weak 

scientists. 

The fury that descends on any scientist who steps out of line will ensure that their career 

and reputation will be in tatters. Consequently few buck the system. 

Is New Zealand in Chemical Cloud Cuckoo Land? 

Footnote: Tony Orman is a Marlborough based author and former chairman of the Council 

of Outdoor Recreation Associations. 

 
©Shining Cuckoo 

 

UPDATE ON THE FISH & GAME REVIEW 

Media Release – Fish & Game NZ – 4/11/2021 

 

Fish & Game's Regional Structure  

 

The advice from Fish & Game in its submission on the Review to the Minister was that 

any changes to Fish & Game's regional structure should require further study. 

As a result, we have commissioned an in-depth study of the issues (efficiencies, costs, 

benefits, risks) around regional mergers. 

This project team is touching base with all 13 Fish and Game Councils in the coming days 

and months. 
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They are working towards developing a long list of possible options by December 2021, 

identifying preferred options by February 2022 and their final report is due in March, after 

which formal Fish & Game and public consultation would take place.   

We know there is widespread interest in this, and there has already been a level of 

constructive debate which will aid the team in its work.  

So far, the project team has:  

 Developed high-level project plan and timeline  

 Contacted all Councils seeking written information on their views of best future 

regional structure and reasoning 

 Gathering background information (financials, regional council boundaries etc.) 

 Identification of potential design issues to consider 

 Scheduling meetings with each Council for 5-17 November 

 Initial analysis of written feedback  

There will be two stages of consultation before any decisions are made on amalgamations. 

Firstly, when the Project Team reports back, that will be the subject of consultation with 

all 13 Fish and Game Councils. 

At the conclusion of this process, a report will be presented to the Minister before public 

consultation takes place.   

Review Recommendations That Require Legislative And Regulatory Change   

 

There must be a thorough public consultation process and policy development before 

implementing changes. 

 

Fish & Game has already provided its submission on the majority of the Review to the 

Minister. 

These recommendations from Fish & Game, together with any proposed future shape of 

the regional Fish and Game structure, will form part of a formal consultation document. 

After this is prepared, public consultation will take place with licence holders, treaty 

partners, stakeholders and the public.   

It is expected that it will be late 2022 at the earliest before this process is completed. 

The next steps will then be progressing any identified changes via the legislative process.  

Review Changes That Can Be Done By Fish & Game  
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The New Zealand Council Acting Chief Executive Di Taylor has on her work programme 

addressing the recommendations Fish & Game can implement now. 

 

This includes conflicts of interest, governance training, strategic planning, professional 

development etc. 

Di will be briefing NZC on this in their first meeting in December, and it is expected the 

new training programme will be underway in February for the joint Chairs / NZC meeting.  

 

Summertime, Cicadas, wet wading, and a nice Brown taken on the dry and dropper. It 

will come again one day. 
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FALSE CASTING IS A WASTE OF TIME 

By Domenick Swentosky | Oct 31, 2021 | 11 comments 

 

There are no flying fish in Montana, not in Pennsylvania, and not anywhere. Norman 

Maclean’s line in A River Runs Through It sums this up: 

One reason Paul caught more fish than anyone else was that he had his flies in the water 

more than anyone else. “Brother,” he would say, “there are no flying fish in Montana. Out 

here, you can’t catch fish with your flies in the air.” 

 

And yet, anglers everywhere looooove the false cast. I daresay most fly fishers spend more 

time setting up their fly for the next drift than actually drifting it — exactly Paul’s point. 

The most effective anglers are the most efficient. So they spend double, triple or a lot more 

time with their fly fishing the water instead of casting in the air above it. Inevitably, these 

anglers catch more trout — a lot more trout. 

 

To complicate this inefficiency, once their fly is on the water, most anglers continue 

drifting the fly long past the effective part of the drift (drag-free, for a dry fly or nymph). 

So the average fly fisher spends a fraction of his river time actually drifting flies to the fish. 

That’s a good break for the trout but bad for catching them. 

 

Dries | Nymphs 

Take out all unnecessary false casting. It matters little what style of fly fishing you choose. 

In every discipline, this tenet applies. The objective should be to pick up the line into the 

backcast and make a forward delivery. That’s right — zero false casting. 

 

Watch the dry fly for any sign of drag. And once that drag sets in, pick up the line 

quickly, shoot any recovered line on the backcast and come forward with the next delivery. 

Likewise, read the sighter or indicator to determine when the nymph begins dragging 

across seams or stops on the bottom. Set the hook into the backcast, feel the rod flex with 

the weight of the leader, flies or split shot, then fire forward and right back into the lane. 

 

By fishing dead drifts like this, on a dry fly or a nymph, the flies are constantly fishing — 

not just in the water, but dead drifting. The pickup and backcast is super quick, and the fly 

is out of the water for perhaps a second before it’s back to the river and ready to fool a 

trout. 

 

If you’re a details guy, put a stopwatch on this. Calculate actual river time vs air time, and 

you’ll see that for about ninety-five percent of the clock, the fly is in the river. Compare 

that to the average angler’s approach, with multiple false casts and long drifts that go well 

past the dead drift mark, and their effective river time is maybe twenty percent. No wonder 

they catch so few trout. 

https://troutbitten.com/author/domenick/
https://troutbitten.com/2021/10/31/false-casting-is-a-waste-of-time/#respond
https://www.orvis.com/h3-blackouts.html
https://www.orvis.com/h3-blackouts.html
https://troutbitten.com/2020/01/09/fly-casting-shoot-line-on-the-back-cast/
https://troutbitten.com/2021/10/08/the-backing-barrel-might-be-the-best-sighter-ever/
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Streamers | Wets 

 

The same approach applies when the flies are not to be dead drifted but stripped or swung 

through the currents. 

 

At the conclusion of the drift or swing, pick up the line into the backcast, and shoot forward 

to the next target. 

 

A streamer angler laboring to push a large, heavy fly to the riverbank is one of the hardest 

things to watch. With false cast after false cast, he loses momentum and tries to recover 

with more effort, larger arm motions and body lean. The mistake here is often not in the 

timing or power of the cast, but in the inability to shoot longer lengths of line at once. Many 

anglers try shooting a bit at a time, letting more line out with each false cast. But that’s the 

worst way. Instead, learn all three ways to shoot line: on the pickup, on the backcast and 

on the forward cast. And if the rig has any weight at the terminal end, e.g., a streamer, then 

use that weight to help load the rod and sail the cast to the target. 

 

Is all of this easy? Surely not at first, but it becomes intuitive with some determination and 

attention to detail. 

 

What About Drying The Fly? 

 

My clients and friends often tell me they are false casting their dry fly over and over to dry 

it. But if such a thing is necessary, then something else is wrong. These days, tying 

materials and techniques are so good that almost any fly can be picked up and placed back 

on the water with nothing more than a single, crisp backcast. If not, consider that a few 

other things may be the real culprit: 

 

Is there speed and a crisp stop in the backcast? 

Is the fly designed to shed water, and is it tied well? 

Is the dry fly dressed with the proper floatant? 

 

One more thing on this topic: Most dry flies become waterlogged when the leader sinks. 

When the caster begins the next cast, the leader drags the fly under the water before it pops 

back out and into the air for the backcast. And yes, ejecting that much water on the backcast 

can be a little tough. (Likewise with a Dorsey yarn indicator, by the way.) Instead, try a 

pre-cast pickup to essentially lift the fly straight up and off the water before the backcast. 

 

It’ll change your life. 

 

What About Shooting Line? 

https://troutbitten.com/2019/05/10/the-dorsey-yarn-indicator-everything-you-need-to-know-and-a-little-more/
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As I mentioned above, regarding streamer fishing, we do not need multiple false casts to 

work the line back out. Learn the efficiency of shooting line in all three ways: on the 

pickup, on the back cast and on the forward cast. Use the power of the fly rod and speed in 

the cast, and you simply do not need false casting to shoot out the recovered line. 

 

What About Gauging for Distance? 

 

I like this one. If you need a half dozen false casts to determine how far the cast will go 

and land the fly accurately, you’re doing it wrong. 

 

Here’s a great tip: When my cast lands, part of me is thinking about where the next cast 

should be. And if I want the next cast three feet further to the shade line on the left, I strip 

off three more feet from the reel, trapping that line behind my trigger finger. I finish the 

current drift, then I add in the extra three feet to the next cast. Just like that, now I’m three 

feet further to the left. Hey now! 

 

What Is False Casting Good For? 

 

False casting is a wonderful tool for learning the necessary stroke. Each time we modify 

rigs, adapt leaders, change the fly or add weight, the casting stroke needs adjustment. 

Weight, line and leader length all change the amount of rod flex and the necessary timing. 

So a bit of false casting teaches what adjustments need to be made. 

 

But this too should be kept to a minimum. And once the timing is picked up, then catalog 

it in your brain and stop false casting. 

  

Put More Juice In The Cast 

 

None of this is possible without great casting form. And none of this works without speed 

in between two points with crisp stops that allow the rod to flex, build power and then 

release it going the other way. A good fly caster working twenty to fifty feet of line appears 

effortless. And in fact, it is effortless. The rod does the work, not the arm of the angler. 

 

Put more juice in the cast. You need more speed and better stops to eventually take out the 

false casting. 

 

Learn | Persist 

 

Excellent angling is a mindset. It’s a stubborn determination to do what is best. Not what 

comes most naturally or what is easiest, but to learn what works best. It is absolutely more 

comfortable for most fly fishers to throw in a false cast or two before the next delivery. But 

https://troutbitten.com/2018/11/25/quick-tips-put-more-juice-in-the-cast/
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while short to medium range casting (where we should all be fishing) it is largely 

unnecessary. 

 

Fish Hard, friends. 

  

  

Enjoy the day. 

Domenick Swentosky 

T R O U T B I T T E N 

domenick@troutbitten.com 

 

 

EDITORS NOTE 

 

An Unpleasant Topic. 

 

As you are all aware the Mandatory Vaccine topic is being discussed, implemented and 

occasionally protested, throughout the country.  

 

As I understand it the RSA has implemented a no vaccination no entry policy. However, 

as we are not likely to be having a physical Club Meeting until February we will have to 

wait and see what rules / levels / lighting system is in place by then. 
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FISHING FUNNIES 
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 (Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated) 

 

MEMBERS FEEDBACK 

We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.   

But are we?? 
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative. 

For example, have you been on a club fishing trip?  Did you enjoy yourself?  What would 

you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of?  Less of? In 

short, talk to us. 

The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.  

So if you have something on your mind let us know. 

 

Thank you - Your committee 

 

NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE 

 

Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST 

Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge. 

Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST 

Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST 

 

If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club 

Nights. 

 

Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm: 
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City 

NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE 

Club Patron – Dave McLellan  

President - Dave Symes       486-6257 Takapuna                       dssymes@xtra.co.nz 

Secretary - Mike Martindale   489 1082   Takapuna         miketmartindale@gmail.com       

Treasurer - Barrie Barnes  021 925 006 Glenfield             barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi 

Magazine - Duncan Frew  021 648 956  Torbay                  iconpromote@gmail.com  

Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047 Northcote              hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

Members      Pawel Mikolajczyk 021 960 806            pawel_mikolajczyk@yahoo.co.nz  

          Maurice Parlane 021 650 692   Northcote           maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz 
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